Friends and Alumni of Marquette University

Shakespeare’s Birthday Program

In Memory of Carolyn Asp

April 23, 2010  4-6PM

Haggerty Museum of Art  Marquette University

4-4.10—Arrivals

4.10-4.15—Welcome remarks, Christine Krueger and Krista Ratcliffe

4.15-4.45—Memorial remarks

• John Curran, Professor of English, Marquette University
• Mary Catherine Bodden, Associate Professor of English, Marquette University and Kathleen Scullin, Professor of English, Mount Mary College (retired)
• Carla Hay, Associate Professor of History, Marquette University

4.45-5.15—Lecture: “Shakespeare’s Bearded Ladies,” A.R. Braunmuller, Distinguished Professor of English and Comparative Literature, UCLA; Introduced by Amelia Zurcher, Associate Professor of English, Marquette University

5.15-5.25—Discussion

5.25-5.30—Closing remarks, Grace Urbanski, chair, Friends and Alumni of Marquette English

5.30-6.00—Refreshments and conversation